Stiffs in Locker Room Plague Baruch School Students

A total of eleven lockers have been broken into and 148 were hit during the past two days, according to the C.B.A. report. The robbers have taken place in the men's room 4-B on the seventh floor. In addition, all of the affected students have reported the theft of their wallets, keys and pens.

By Helen Schulman

Dr. Pei Chao Li, the Baruch School's central treasurer, is a victim of a number of immigration laws which are keeping his wife 325 miles away in Canada. He has been kept from visiting his wife at all but for a few hours. The couple first met in 1944. Two years later they were married, and Dr. Li left for the U.S. to study at Columbia University, planning to return to China upon graduation to teach. But fate played a cruel trick. Only nine months after he left, the Communists took China, leaving Mrs. Li to flee to Hong Kong where she got a job as an American consul. It was during this period that the proper authorities helped her obtain a visitor's visa to the United States and received a flat refusal. The obstacle was the Immigration Act of 1924, which Mr. Li was able to pass for a number of reasons. He feared that the Chinese government would find ways to stop his wife from returning to China. The move to put the amendment before the student body was made by the amendment's author, Richard Ellis '56, and the Inter-Club Board Chairman, Stu Rosenthal '56. It was passed 11-0-4.

Rosenthal later changed his mind and moved for reconsideration of the question. This was voted down 11-15-1. The Ellis Amendment seeks to disenfranchise the I.C.B. chairman, Stu Rosenthal.

HC Delegates Set Visit Here

In celebration of "National Careers in Retailing Week," the Retailing Society will play host to a group of high school students through Bloomingdale's, Orbach's, and Toni Edwards.

Ellis Motion Placed Before Student Body

Squeezing through by a one vote margin, Student Council Friday evening decided to put the highly controversial Ellis Amendment on a center-School-wide, election, May 9.

The move to put the amendment before the student body was made by the amendment's author, Richard Ellis '56, and Inter-Club Board Chairman, Stu Rosenthal '56. It was passed 11-0-4.

Rosenthal later changed his mind and moved for reconsideration of the question. This was voted down 11-1-15. The Ellis Amendment seeks to disenfranchise the I.C.B. chairman, Stu Rosenthal.

By Berger '57, however, called the question a procedural one, on whichConnell was in a good position to judge. "I'm not saying the students are stupid or don't visit our building. The cumulative impressions, thus obtained, may be very significant in evaluating future prospects of our students.

Ocasionally very important lectures in business are here as guest speakers. Natte attire and manners contribute toward a good impression of institution.

Problem Exaggerated

The report also said, "It is possible to exaggerate the effect of student attire on the business community. There is feeling that student attire is recognized solely as such and does not reflect adversely on the intellectual and professional capabilities of the student."

This section went on to say that "there was some feeling that students of the Baruch (Continued on Page 6)"
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Douglas Wins SC Seat
Other Vacancies Filled
By Morton Herbst
Paul Douglas defeated Bob Becker by a 24-17 vote for
the uncompleted Student Council seat in the special
election Wednesday. In the other lower SC election, Juan
Wenckus was unopposed for another term.

A three-way race for treasurer of the upper
class, with Hillel Foundation—Pledge meet-
der Howard Jacobson and
Joseph Emelis, 40-J-95,
However, there was no\
uncontested race for the presidency of the organization.

The City College of New York
campus was the site of the student elections
between the hours of 2-10 on
Frank Campus
who were not at time of the election
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Seares to Speak
To Sales Society

By Sheldon S. Epstein
The sales management Society will be addressed by
Al Seares, chairman of the Department of Business
Administration — at the annual dinner meeting
Wednesday, April 15, in the Terrace Room of
the New York Athletic Club.

The topic to be discussed is, "Dynamic Sales
Management."

Seares is a nationally known
expert in the field of sales management.

He is also the author of
several books, including "The
Psychology of Management."

Seares is a member of the
American Personnel and
Industrial Relations Council.

He is also a practicing
management consultant.

For the past 12 years, he
has been the director of
sales management at the
Mead Corporation.

Seares is also a director
of the American Management
Association.

He is a member of
the American Society for
Training and Development.

Seares is a member of
the American Management
Association.

Seares is a member of
the American Society for
Training and Development.
The Referendum

Student Council Friday evening decided to put the Ellis Amendment to a vote at the next Student Council meeting. The amendment was put forth by Student Council President Bill Lauer. The amendment has to do with the Student Council's support of the Ellis Amendment.

The amendment states that the Student Council will support the Ellis Amendment if it is passed by the student body. The amendment also states that the Student Council will oppose the Ellis Amendment if it is not passed by the student body.

The amendment was discussed at a meeting of the Student Council. The amendment was approved by a vote of 15-0.

Student Council President Bill Lauer said that the amendment was put forth to show the support of the Student Council for the Ellis Amendment.

The amendment will be voted on at the next Student Council meeting. The meeting is scheduled to take place on Tuesday, October 23.

The referendum will consist of a yes or no vote. The referendum will be open to all students of the College.

The referendum will be held on the main campus. The referendum will be open from 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

The referendum will be overseen by the Student Council. The Student Council will be responsible for the administration of the referendum.

The referendum will be conducted in accordance with the rules and regulations of the College.

The referendum will be conducted in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Student Council.

The referendum will be conducted in accordance with the rules and regulations of the College.

The referendum will be conducted in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Student Council.

The referendum will be conducted in accordance with the rules and regulations of the College.
Student Controversies Beset Three Colleges

The passing of the semester has raised the questions of student services, student relationships, and the role of the school in the community. In these three colleges—Brooklyn, City, and Baruch—there has been much concern over the adequacy of services, the treatment of students, and the impact of the school on the community.

Brooklyn College's Faculty-Student Relations Committee has been active in addressing issues related to student services. They have raised concerns about the quality of services provided to students, particularly in the areas of counseling and mental health. The committee has also been involved in negotiations with the administration to improve student services.

City College has faced challenges related to the treatment of students. There have been reports of discrimination and harassment, particularly among minority students. The college has taken steps to address these issues, including the creation of a task force to investigate allegations of discrimination.

Baruch College has been involved in discussions about the role of the school in the community. There have been concerns about the impact of the school on the surrounding neighborhood, particularly regarding parking and noise. The college has been working with community organizations to address these issues.

The passing of the semester has highlighted the need for continued dialogue and action to address these issues and improve the experiences of students at these three colleges.

Tutoring Methods to Help the Group

Tutoring methods have been developed to help the group. The methods are designed to provide additional support to students who are struggling with their coursework.

The tutoring methods are based on the principles of active learning and collaborative problem-solving. Students are encouraged to work together in small groups to solve problems and explore concepts. The methods also include regular feedback and reflection on the learning process.

The tutoring methods have been tested in several schools and have shown promising results. Students who participated in these programs reported increased confidence and better understanding of the material.

The tutoring methods are currently being implemented at several schools, including Brooklyn College, City College, and Baruch College. The methods are expected to be expanded to other schools in the future.

Meeting of Education Society to Hear Folk School Leader

The Education Society at Brooklyn College has invited a folk school leader to speak at a meeting. The folk school leader will discuss the role of folk schools in community education and the challenges facing these institutions.

The meeting will provide an opportunity for members of the Education Society to learn more about folk schools and their potential role in community education. The meeting will also provide a platform for discussion and networking among members of the society.

The meeting is scheduled for [date]. Members of the Education Society are encouraged to attend to learn more about these important educational institutions and to contribute to the dialogue on community education.

Affordable Housing for Students

Affordable housing for students is a critical issue. Students often face significant housing costs, which can make it difficult to afford other necessities such as food, transportation, and tuition.

The lack of affordable housing can have a significant impact on students' educational outcomes. Students who are unable to find affordable housing may have to choose between living elsewhere and spending their resources on other essentials.

Several proposals have been made to address the issue of affordable housing for students. These include expanding public housing programs, providing subsidies for private sector housing, and creating incentives for developers to build affordable housing.

The issue of affordable housing for students is a complex one, requiring a multi-faceted approach to address the needs of students across the country.
Jensen Stars As Beavers Lose Final Game, 77-69

"Wait 'til next year" goes the familiar cry, and that is just what the Beavers will have to do. They can't carry their 46-short until it is on a par with St. Johns' because the Redmen unveiled some pretty nifty set-shooters Saturday night at Wingate Hall when they beat the Beavers, 77-69.

Walt Brady, of St. John's, was the hero of the night for the winners. He hit seven of ten shots in the first half, mostly from the outside, and second half with a game-high total of 26 points. In one stretch, Brady and Hal Pas­ber, who scored 13 points, took turns popping sets to score nine points while City scored only two. This streak enabled the Redmen to hold on to an early lead and cumulate a half-time margin of 40-30.

As the second half unfolded, George Jensen, who scored 21 points while pacing his last game for the College, continued with Ralph Schefflin and Bob Silver to score sixteen points while St. John's scored 29. This kept the Beavers in the game at the 30:21 mark, but Dicklhefft, Brady and Bill Chrystal were off to another stretch, Brady and Hal Pas­ber down to Stillwater, Oklahoma, where they will not remain idle while Taylor is out of season Saturday night at St. John's, 77-49. The baby Redmen to score sixteen points and make hopeful plans for post-season events.

A TWO-POINTER: Bob Silver (12), of City, converts on a re­bound for two points in City's, 77-69, loss to St. John's, Saturday.

The good-looking Baruchian is tapped for a rebound at the Lav­ender basket and accidentally tipped the ball in. The looker was credited to Jensen who was closest to the play.

Tennis Team Opener Set; Queens First On Schedule

"If we can do as well this year as we did last year, it will be miraculous," remarked tennis coach Harry Karlin, as he readied his Netmen for the 1956 season.

"We lost three of our starters; Captain Walter Thomas, Jim Borrer and Steve Hirsche. When you realize that a tennis squad only consists of six men, the loss of half of your team is a big blow."

Last year, the Karlinmen completed a very "successful" season, compiling a 2-2 record. Both losses were lost by a slim one point margin, 5-4, at the hands of New York University and Ford­ham University.

Returning from last year's team are Allan Jong, the newly­promoted captain, and Guy Ferrara who will be battling for the number one and two spots on the team. Fighting for third position are Mel Drimmer, Walter Ritter and Harvey Rothstein. Vic Woodyer, Alphonse Gomes, and Andre Schanzer are contending for the sixth and last place on the squad.

The season's opener is April 11, against Queens College, which was defeated by the Beavers last year, 5-4.

The tennis team will, like last year, play a schedule of nine games.

Silver's Better Than Gold According to City Cager

By Stew Kampelmacher

"Hiyo, Silver, away." This call, reminiscent of the great stallion belonging to the Lone Ranger is often heard at basketball games as Bob Silver reports in for action. With only Marty Wertlieb, Norman Zafman and.

City Wrestlers Vie in Post Season Tourneys

Wrestling coach Joe Saporra, despite a mediocre 4-1 seasonal record compiled by his squad, has already started to make careful plans for post-season events.

Saporra will take two of his front line grapplers, Al Taylor and Sullivan, to Stillwater, Oklahoma, where they will compete in the National Intercollegiate Championships, March 23 and 24. The coach and his two men will then fly to Tulsa for the National AAU Championships which are to be held March 28 and 29. Taylor has been unbeaten in his last seven outings and the wrestling coach is looking only on him to continue his streak.

The wrestlers, who earlier this season took the third place with St. John's, will be off to St. Louis for the Junior Metropolitan Championships which will take place at the Kings Point Merchant Marine Academy.

Taylor, whose graduation at the present time is looking likely, with the ankle healed. He turned in time to play in last year's NCAA, CAF and Intercollegiate tournaments, which he will leave a huge hole to be filled on the team. He has been left off of City College in a long time," he said.

Sol Saporra, most promising contenders for the vacancy so far, by Taylor. Saporra stated that Reiss is "almost as good as Taylor and has looked really well in practice."

Another newcomer, Steve Lukowski, is expected to fill the gap in the heavyweight division which will be left by Jim Za­bandys.

Frosh Lose

The City College freshman basketball team concluded its season, Saturday night at Wingate Hall when they lost to St. John's, 77-49. The baby Redmen have now won 21 straight contests.

Baseball

Due to the large number of last year's baseball team, coach John La­Place finds himself in dire need of ballplayers. All positions are open for contention. Practice and tryouts will be held at the Tech gym, Uptown, Saturday at 11. Applicants must submit medical checks.

Silver reports in for action next season. He will still be a valuable member of the team next year, and Saporra is looking to next year's team; hist